Every year, CBH negotiates a package of discounts and benefits for members. Our 2019 benefits are listed below. Please contact Christine Kopko at (410) 788-1865 to learn more.

| Networking & Education | Knowledge and experience are the best teachers. To help members connect with each other, CBH hosts two annual events, as well as five learning communities that meet monthly or quarterly, including:
|                       | • Executive retreat
|                       | • Annual conference on May 16
|                       | • Learning communities focused on human resources, billing & operations, clinical practice, health informatics, and vocational rehabilitation. |
| Discounts             | Members can **save over $15,000 annually** by accessing CBH benefits:
|                       | • **National Council for Behavioral Health**: By joining CBH, your organization becomes a full member of the National Council, with discounted access to Relias Online Learning Management system and other vendors, for savings of $4,080 per organization.
|                       | • **NatCon**: CBH negotiates a deeper discount every year for the National Council’s annual conference, with a discount up to $250 per registration.
|                       | • **Credible EHR**: Up to 12% discount for providers selecting Credible as an EHR vendor within defined timeframes in FY19, with estimated potential member savings of $8,400. If you’re considering an upgrade or implementation, this is the time to do it!
|                       | • **Open Minds**: Complimentary access to up to 17 individuals to Open Minds’ institutes, with discount up to $900 per registration.
|                       | • **Terrapin Pharmacy**: Preferred access to Terrapin Pharmacy’s Medherent and other pharmacy solutions.
|                       | • **Unemployment Services Trust**: Preferred access to Unemployment Services Trust for nonprofit members with ten or more employees to reduce costs of unemployment, with participating CBH members averaging of $4,000 in savings last year. |
| Advocacy              | CBH reads every proposed regulation and bill that impacts behavioral health and is the only association with four staff dedicated solely to representing the interests of community behavioral health providers. Through our weekly newsletter and membership events, providers can reduce surprises about coming developments and ensure that your voice and needs help shape the direction of health care in Maryland. |
| Business Opportunities | CBH has launched an independent corporate entity, Maryland Behavioral Health Solutions, as a provider network. The network will seek group purchasing and value-based purchasing opportunities by increasing the market power of community behavioral health providers. Network participation is open to any providers meeting defined quality standard, but only CBH members may participate as owners in the network. |